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Abstract 
Due to the non-existence of a specific 
contractual entrant or invitee is difficult to identify. Using the qualitative and comparative method, the objectives of 
this research is to explore the developments of common law duty of care which has taken place in other countries 
such as Australia, New Zealand, United States and United Kingdom. The study reveals that the only way to determine 
had already recognized.  
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the Association of 
Malaysian Environment-Behaviour Researchers, AMER (ABRA Malaysia). 
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1. Introduction  
Under the common law, the standard of duty of care differs from a contractual entrant, invitee and 
licensee although these different groups of entrant, contractual entrant, invitee and licensee are legal 
entrants to the inn. The contractual entrants are divided into two categories, i.e. main purpose entrant and 
ancillary purpose entrant. As for the main purpose entrant, an occupier has a duty to ensure that the 
premise is safe for the purposes of the contract as reasonable care and skill on the part of anyone can 
make them. (Maclenan v Segar, 1917) On the other hand, for the ancillary purpose entrant, an occupier 
has a duty to ensure that the premise is in all respect reasonably safe for the purposes for which the other 
party was invited to use them. (Gillmore v London County Council, 1938) Invitees are also divided into 
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two categories, i.e. the legally authorised entrants and business visitors. However, the occupier owes the 
same duty of care to both these two categories of invitees i.e. a duty to take reasonable care to prevent 
does not know. (Indermaur v Dames, 1866) The characteristic feature of a contractual entrant is that an 
entry is made lawful or permitted by the contract itself  and not, for example, by virtue of conferring a 
ss or 
implied permission (as in the case of a licensee). (Calvert v Stollznow, 1982) As to the licensee, the 
which the occupier knows or ought to know and of which the entrant does not know. (Hawkins v 
Coulsdon and Purley Urban District Council, 1954)  
metaphysical than real. (Micheal F. Rutter, 1985:112). All concealed dangers or traps are unusual dangers 
though some unusual dangers are not concealed dangers or traps. The dangers of which the occupier 
actually knows contrasted as against those which he ought to know sounds a distinction firm enough, but 
it has been whittled down by cases, which have imputed to the occupier actual knowledge of the danger if 
he had knowledge of the state of the premises which constituted the potential danger and that was all. In 
addition, the status of the entrant as a contractual entrant or invitee is hard to identify. The case is 
significant as nowadays restaurants are available as part of the services of the hotel. This can be 
illustrated in the case of Calvert v Stollznow (1982); where the question in this case is whether a patron of 
a restaurant where no charge is made for entry is a contractual entrant or invitee. In Malaysia as in the 
UK, the words inns, hotels, motels and resorts are widely used to refer to the concept of inn. However, 
there are also other types of premises, which offer similar services and accommodation. This has resulted 
in the emergence of many types of facilities or non-traditional services offered by the accommodation 
providers such as restaurants and bars, hair-saloon, in-room dining, health and fitness centre, banquets, 
conventions and other related events, swimming pool, salon for skin and hair, spa facilities etc. These are 
the non-traditional services that capable to increase claim for negligence in the tourism industry wherein 
the issue of duty of care and contractual entrant, invitees and licensee need to be addressed.  
2. Overview of categorisation of duty of care 
The common law classifications were established in order to assist laid jury in considering all elements 
and factors which are necessary to determine liability. In a civil (or non-criminal) case, the jury represents 
 in resolving disputes. The jury usually decides what 
conduct reasonable care would call for in the case before them, and also what was the conduct of the 
of the law. Reasonable foreseeability of harm is the very prototype of the question a jury must pass upon 
in particularizing the standard of conduct in the case before it. In fact, many courts actually do leave just 
this question to the jury under the issue of proximate cause. (James, 1953). Critics complain that juries 
will not follow the law, either because individuals do not understand it or because they do not like it 
(which is sometimes known as jury nullification), and they will administer justice unevenly. With 
continued help from competent judges giving the jury instructions clearing and accurately, juries should 
be able to interpret the law. (Abramson, Joseph, 1995). The classification was made as judicially imposed 
standards, as a guide to assist the jury in imposing or withholding liability. The importance of the 
common law classifications is that they serve the administrative function of providing a structured 
relationship between the judge and jury. The judges use the classifications to keep some cases from the 
jury and to limit those cases to specific and narrowly defined issues. Such a process is necessary to 
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maintain and support the process of adjudication. (Fleming James, Jr, 1952-1953) At the time of the 
English departure from the common law classifications, juries were rarely used in negligence actions, in 
England.  
Prior to 1968, the year in which the common law classifications were first abolished by a state court in 
US, several jurisdictions had expressed dissatisfaction with the traditional common law classifications. In 
1951, the Ohio court refused to follow the traditional rule that a social guest is owed only the standard of 
care due to a licensee. The court held the host liable by creating a separate classification for the social 
guest; i.e. the duty owed by the host was held to be one of ordinary care under the circumstances. In 
addition, the court imposed a duty to warn the guest of potentially dangerous situations and this position 
is followed by Connecticut in 1960. (Fleming James, Jr, 1952-1953) 
In Australia, the scope of the contract under which entry is obtained is to be determined upon the 
construction of the contract in the context of the matrix of relevant facts. Hence, a paying guest in a hotel 
may be a contractual entrant upon those portions of the premises reserved for paying guests because he 
Calvert v 
Stollznow, 1982) The complexity and confusion which, has arisen in Australia, is not due to difficulty in 
applying the original common law rules but is due to the attempts to apply just rules in modern society 
within the ancient terminology. Such factors, including the closeness of the connection between the injury 
preventing future harm, and the prevalence and availability of insurance, bear little, if any, relationship to 
the common law classification.  
3. Survival of categorisation duty of care 
Malaysia courts are still recognising the common law different categorisation of duty of care. In the 
case of Datuk Bandar Dewan Bandaraya v Ong Kok Peng & Anor (1993), the court held that the liability 
of occupiers depends on the character in which people have entered the premise. The court illustrates the 
different categories of entrants in a premise, firstly, people who enter the premise by virtue of a contract, 
such as a guest in a hotel; secondly, people who enter the premise on business of interest, both to such 
persons as well as the occupiers, for example, a customer who goes to the shop to view the goods, they 
are the invitees; thirdly person who enter the premise with the express or implied permission of the 
occupiers, without neither a contract, no such community of interest, they are called licensees; and 
fourthly, persons who enter as trespassers. The Supreme Court held that such duty of care has been spelt 
out at common law in each case. In this case, the Supreme Court relied on pre-1957 cases, where the 
common law as regards the liability of the occupier or owner of dangerous premises (including land, 
buildings and structures) still applies wholly to Malaysia. Hence, such an approach would maintain the 
traditional problematic issue of distinction between the different types of entrants in a hotel.  
4. Exceptions to strict categorical approach  
 
In a continued attempt to reduce the harsh effects of the common law distinctions, US courts began to 
carve out numerous exceptions to the strict categorical approach. Some US courts have sometimes treated 
visitors as if they were not actually on the premises. (Strenkowski, E.A., 1979-1980) Kansas courts have 
implemented the attractive nuisance doctrine to protect children who wander onto the land of another. 
This doctrine rests on the fiction that by maintaining the condition of the land, the land owner impliedly 
invites the child onto his land, and, therefore, the land owner owes him a duty of reasonable care. If the 
court applies the attractive nuisance doctrine, it essentially creates a duty of ordinary care under all the 
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circumstances, which the occupier owes to the child. (W. Page Keeton, 2004) Additionally, under certain 
conditions, some courts have transformed a frequent trespasser into a licensee in order to raise the level of 
protection owed to such a person. Other courts have distinguished between active and passive operations 
of the landowner in determining the negligence standard, which was originally adopted by the Kansas 
Supreme Court in 1939 (W. Page Keeton, 2004) This exception partially mitigates what may be viewed 
as harshness due to classification as a licensee or trespasser. The rule that the duty owed to a licensee or 
trespasser is to refrain from willfully or wantonly injuring him now applies when the conduct is passive; 
that is, when the injury is a result of a dangerous property condition. When active negligence is present, 
there may be greater liability.  
5. Single standard of reasonable care 
The pure Donoghue v Stevenson (1932) principle as a principle which incorporates ordinary principles 
of negligence governing so-called physical loss, that is, harm to person or property is viewed to be 
applied in determining the liability of the occupier. (Peter Benson, 2007) In the celebrated judgment, in 
Donoghue v Stevenson
only exist where an injury was reasonably foreseeable. Secondly, the relationship between the person who 
owed the duty and the person to whom it was owed had to be such that the latter was likely to be so 
 that is the pre-condition proximity. California is the first state in US that rejected the 
traditional common law classifications in determining the duty of the possessor of land. (James A. 
Henderson Jr., 2005) The California courts hold that the proper test to be applied to the liability of the 
possessor of land is, whether in the management of his property, he has acted as a reasonable man in view 
trespasser, licensee, or invitee may in light of the facts give rise to such status, the court held that the 
status is not determinative. The common law rule was replaced by one uniform test which has proven to 
ascertaining the liability of possessors of land for injury to entrants upon their premises.  
In Australia and Britain, courts have rejected the two-
determining the existence of duty of care put forward by Lord Wilberforce. (JF Keeler, 1989) In 
2007) In United States, the courts have held that the status of entrant is not determinate factor of the duty 
of care, whereby the common law rule was replaced by one uniform test, which has proven to be effective 
in other areas of negligence law. In New Zealand, decided cases have proven that, courts broadened the 
concept of duty of care from category by category approach, to a general rule of liability based upon 
unanimously held that a single standard of reasonable care would apply under all the circumstances in 
premises liability cases. In accordance with ordinary principles of negligence, this standard includes 
g 
the risk of injury. Although the court abandoned the common law classifications of invitee and licensee, 
the court retained trespasser status as a determinative factor in determining the scope of duty owed by the 
owner of the premise. It is seen that the traditional common law categories had been gradually changing 
his relationship to the landowner as this contradicts with humanitarian values and modern social mores. 
This is in line with the cardinal principle of modern tort law; i.e. all persons should be required to use 
ordinary care under the circumstances to prevent others from being injured as the result of their conduct. 
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Although it is true that some exceptions have been made to this general principle, no such exception 
should be made unless clearly supported by some sound public policy. (Jones v Hansen, 1994)  
6. Notion of fairness in establishing duty of care 
The modern test for the imposition of a duty of care in Caparo Industries v Dickman 
addition to the foreseeability of damage, necessary ingredients in any situation giving rise to a duty of 
care should exist between the party owing the duty and the party to whom it is owed a relationship 
which the court considers it fair, just and reasonable that the law should impose a duty of a given scope 
on one party for the benefit of 
foreseeability, proximity and reasonableness, i.e. conditions for the establishment of duty of care.  
In Hopkins v Fox & Lazo Realty (1993), the New Jersey Supreme Court commented that the analysis 
of liability should not focus on a framework of classifications, but on whether the relationship of the 
parties in the surrounding circumstances makes it fair and just to impose such a duty. The court next 
examined the fairness of imposing a single st
standard is ultimately a determination of fairness, the court enumerated several factors that should be 
y to exercise 
defined the process as a fact sensitive analysis.  
7. Enactment of statutory duty of care 
England, however, abolished the licensee-invi
Liability Act 1957. Specifically, section 2 of the Act substituted a singular duty of care owed to all lawful 
visitors in place of the common law duties owed to an invitee and licensee, which resolved all 
problematic issues of differentiation between the different categories of entrants into a premise. The Act, 
however, which did not modify the common law standard afforded trespassers, still requires the English 
courts to determine whether an injured person is a trespasser or a licensee. The legislative reform was 
-1986) Only one state in US, i.e. 
Connecticut has modified the categories by statute. (CoNN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 52-557a (West 1991)). 
The statute provides that the standard of care owed to a social invitee shall be the same as the standard of 
care owed to a business invitee.  
8. Development of standards in hotels 
As public bodies cannot regulate the numerous technical standards governing professional activities, 
there is a strong commitment of EU institutions to encourage the development of voluntary European 
standards. Article 26(5) of the Directive 2006/123/EEC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 
12 December 2006 on services in the internal market (commonly referred to as the Bolkestein Directive) 
Commission, shall encourage the 
development of voluntary European standards with the aim of facilitating compatibility between services 
supplied by providers in different Member States, information to the recipient and the quality of service 
osep Maria Bech Serrat, 2011) The efforts by European Parliament to promote the adoption 
of these rules have also been directed towards hotel services. In this sense, the Resolution of 29 
November 2007 on a renewed EU Tourism Policy: Towards a stronger Partnership for European Tourism 
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(2006/2129(INI)), calls on the Commission, in cooperation with European hotel and catering 
organizations, such as HOTREC (Hotels, Restaurants and Cafes in Europe) and the European consumer 
protection organizations, to establish a methodology for creating such minimum standards on the quality 
of accommodation services (point 27).  
Quality in a hotel is considered the ability to meet the stated and implied requirements of customers 
(Lin Y., & Su. H.Y, 2003) and quality should be viewed to be parallel with the concept of duty of care. 
Northern Ireland. This means that all hotels in the UK are assessed to the same criteria and awarded one 
to five stars. Following extensive consumer research in 2009, the five UK assessment bodies i.e. Visit 
England, the AA, Visit Scotland, Visit Wales and the Northern Ireland Tourist Board, set up a joint 
working group to agree the key changes to the national quality assessment scheme for hotels and bring it 
up-to- date. Unfortunately, the standards merely set the guidelines on the criteria of a one to five star hotel 
and do not address the duty of care of the hotelier in view of the safety of the guests. Similarly, the Abu 
Dhabi Tourism Authority in its Manual Hotels, Licensing and Classification Department sets the star-
rating of hotels in Abu Dhabi and the laws on the hotel are only limited to Law No. 7 of 2004 
(Establishing the Abu Dhabi Tourism Authority); Law No.13 of 2006 (Concerning Control of Tourism 
Establishment in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi); Resolution No. 16 of 2005 (Concerning the Issuance of the 
Hotel & Tourism Facilities Regulation in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi) and Resolution No. 17 of 2005 
(Concerning the Statement of Instructions of the Hotel & Tourism Facilities Regulation in the Emirate of 
Abu Dhabi); where none focus on the safety requirements of hotels in Abu Dhabi. Similarly, the Research 
Department of the Caribbean Tourism Organization 2002 also produce a Manual for Hotels in the 
Caribbean which sets the star-rating of hotels but is silent on the safety standards of the hotels.  
The new approach in a consumer contract law results from a revision of the acquis communautaire, in 
which rules can be seen the specific manifestations of a general principle to protect the reasonable 
expectations of individual customers based upon their public statements (Josep Maria Bech Serrat, 2011) 
is also one of the factors contributing towards a higher duty of care of hoteliers. Nowadays, a large 
number of companies have decided to implement quality management systems, opting for either 
certificate under ISO 9000 norms or for a model of excellence. They have looked into the weaknesses on 
selected aspects of quality of hotel service and consumer protection (Boullon, R., 2003), and if this is a 
practice worldwide, it will supplement the existing theory of duty of care of the hoteliers towards the 
entrants to the hotels.  
9. Conclusion 
The abandonment of the classification of entrants and the ritualised statements of corresponding 
standards of care is a major reform and would uplift the duty of care of hoteliers towards their guests. The 
courts will be freed from technical arguments on formalistic rules and will be permitted to apply the free 
flowing and sensitive concept of reasonable care in all circumstances, in hotel. However, there is concern 
standard of reasonable care will result in enhanced likelihood of recovery in borderline cases. (Hughes, 
1959) It is viewed that the application of a single standard of duty of care in hotels and supplemented with 
the notion of just and reasonable fits into the general concept of duty; where the only way to determine 
whether a duty of care of hotelier existed was to see whether the case could be referred to some 
liability is established in a hotel must logically be based upon some element common to all the cases in 
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which it is found to exist, and there must be, and is, some general conception of relations giving rise to a 
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